
 

Following a Successful Year 

XPress Takes Prepaid to Another Level 

Suleiman Maáni: XPress offers the most cost effective prepaid package in 

Jordan 

  

  

Amman, Jordan – June 06, 2005:  XPress has launched its prepaid package 

service, offering the most innovative and cost effective package in Jordan,  

XPress Chief Executive Officer, Suleiman Maáni announced at a press 

conference on June 6th.   

 

“The XPress prepaid package, the first to include Push-to-Talk, mobile in Jordan 

and the Arab region,  is ideal for all users, specifically those wishing to control 

their budget, due to the unprecedented offer it provides,” explained Maáni. 

“XPress prepaid package offers Billing Per Second on both Push-to-Talk and 

mobile calls with these just being the fundamentals of our offering.” 

 

Since adopting the Billing Per Second method, XPress subscribers have cited up 

to 50% savings on mobile telephony calls.   “We fully understand the needs of the 

consumer and as such have included various valuable offerings in our prepaid 

package, including: 

1. Unlimited Walkie Talkie plus mobile all in one handset  

2. Billing Per Second and not by the minute. 

3. Unified tariff to all networks 

4. One-year validity for incoming and outgoing calls, renewable with every 

recharge. 

5. International calls at Jordan Telecom rates and no additions 

6. Local and international SMS at 3 piasters 

7. XGPS (XPress Global Positioning System) 

8. International Push-to-Talk 



9. No activation fees 

10. No monthly fees 

 

 

In summary, Maáni explained that “the XPress prepaid offer provides subscribers 

with the ability to utilize Push-to-Talk and make mobile telephony calls all in one 

handset; it is a walkie talkie plus a mobile.   With such an offer, we have once 

again reiterated our commitment towards our customers by delivering the most 

innovative, cost effective prepaid offer, providing the latest in technological 

advancement at a price tailored for everyone; from corporate clients to 

students at universities. As promised by XPress, we will continuously provide the 

Jordanian consumer with the most innovative and modern forms of 

telecommunications available." 

 

 

 

 


